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Readers First Initiative Update
Deliverables

Newsletter 
& Slack channel

Reports 
Latest:  

light readers 
Next: bundling

Ask-Me-Anything 
Next: in-person  
in Copenhagen

Benchmarking 
135 participating 
brands globally 

and growing

Video meet-ups 
Best practices

Master Classes 
Next: digital subscriber 

acquisition  
in October 2022

Academies and Labs 
in Europe and India

Summit 
Next: in-person  
in Stockholm  
in March 2023

What’s new?



What’s up in reader revenue



COVID Era In a crisis, people 
turned to quality journalism
And news publishers translated the higher 
demand for news into digital subscriptions

Source: INMA Subscription Benchmarking Service. Sample: 123 news brands 
internationally. Based on data for 1Q 2019-1Q 2022. G. Piechota for INMA 2022

Median change in the total 
number of digital-only subs 
1Q 2022 vs. 1Q 2019

+130%
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Post-COVID era Global attention recession
Across the world, we see declines in engagement with news websites

Source: INMA Subscription Benchmarking Service. Sample: 125 news brands internationally. Distribution value metric: median.  
Quarterly data for 1Q 2019-2Q 2022. Changes indexed to 1Q 2021. Analysis: G. Piechota for INMA 2022
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2Q 2020: 
4.1x

2Q 2022: 
2.3x

2Q 2020: 
4.5%

Median news 
website’s market 
penetration halved
Median website penetration rate 
(users to in-market households),  
in multiplies, 1Q 2019-2Q 2022

Sessions are down 14% 
in 2Q 2022 vs. 1Q 2021 
and 29% vs. 1Q 2020
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2Q 2020: 
+15%

Median change in average monthly 
number of online sessions, in %,  
by quarter, indexed to 1Q 2021

2Q 2022: 
-14% 

vs. 1Q 2021

Proportion of heavy 
users declined by 1/3 
since the pandemic peak
Median share of users who did 10  
and more sessions in a month, in %,  
quarterly averages, 1Q 2019-2Q 2022

2Q 2022: 
3.1% 



Post-COVID era Steady growth in digital subs
New starts are slightly down but stops are significantly up

Source: INMA Subscription Benchmarking Service. Sample: 125 news brands internationally. Distribution value metric: median.  
Quarterly data for 1Q 2019-1Q 2022. Change indexed to 1Q 2021. Analysis: G. Piechota for INMA 2022

Publishers kept 
converting despite  
of declines in traffic
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Median change in monthly new 
digital-only subscription starts,  
in %, indexed to 1Q 2021

Digital-only subs have 
been growing linearly 
since 2019 
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In 2Q 2022: 
+37%  

vs. 1Q 2021

Median change in total number  
of digital-only news subscriptions,  
in %, indexed to 1Q 2021

In 2Q 2022: 
-8%  

vs. 1Q 2021

2Q 2020 2Q 2020

Spike in cancellations  
might herald growth 
slowing down soon
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Median change in monthly  
digital-only subscription stops,  
in %, indexed to 1Q 2021

In 2Q 2022: 
+34.4%  

vs. 1Q 2021

2Q 2020



The great uncertainty Consumers vs. economy
Plummeting confidence, worries about inflation, changes in spending

Source: McKinsey U.S. Consumer Pulse Surveys, 2020-2022; the latest survey was conducted in July 2022; sample of 4,009

Rising prices  
and inflation are  
on people’s top of mind
Top concerns of U.S. consumers,  
in %, as surveyed in July 2022 
(selected answers)

U.S. consumers twice  
as pessimistic than 
during the pandemic

2020 2021 2022

Consumer confidence in U.S. 
economy, in %, as surveyed in 
mid-year of 2020, 2021 and 2022

Three-quarters  
are changing their 
shopping behaviour

36% 26%

46%
45%

18%
30%

Rising prices/ inflation
Gun violence/ personal safety

COVID-19 pandemic
Abortion laws

Climate change
Immigration

Political polarisation
Unemployment  17%

 17%
 17%
 19%
 24%
 25%

 35%
 65%

26%

74%

No

Trade 
down?

Yes

Buy less quantity
Delayed purchase

Switched retailers to lower priced
Switched brand to lower priced

Used "buy now, pay later"  21%
 26%

 37%
 44%
 60%



The great uncertainty Publishers’ outlook
INMA members are cautious and focus on data-informed engagement

Source: polls at the INMA Readers First Initiative’s meet-up in August 2022; 
based on 43 responses

Publishers redouble analytics and efforts  
on engaging, nurturing the current subscribers
Top priorities for digital subscriber retention programs among INMA 
member publishers for the autumn and winter of 2022, in %  
(respondents could choose up to three initiatives)

Most publishers said 
we’ll be impacted  
for 6-12 months  
and it’ll take longer  
time to recover
Confidence on news 
engagement, subs growth in the 
autumn and winter 2022, in %

Engaging, nurturing the current subscribers
Engagement, retention data analytics

Welcoming, activating new subscribers
Adjusting content, features to the needs of subscribers

Preventing payment failures
Winning back past subscribers

Research of the needs of the current and past subscribers
Other  3%

 16%
 25%

 31%
 31%

 34%
 66%

 75%

9%

79%

12%
Pessimistic

How 
confident?

Mixed 
feelings

Optimistic
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INMA prediction Slower but further growth
We expect further increase in the number of subscribers and revenue

Source: INMA Subscription Benchmarking Service. Sample: 71 brands internationally. Data indexed to 1Q 2021.  
Forecasted by D. Batorski for INMA 2022
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By 2Q 2023, a median 
brand’s subs base 
predicted to grow  
58% vs. 1Q 2021
Predicted change in total number  
of online news subscriptions, in %, 
indexed to 1Q 2021

In the same period,  
a median brand’s subs 
revenue predicted  
to grow 49%
Predicted change in the total digital-
only subscription revenue,  
in %, indexed to 1Q 2021

How sure are we about 
this prediction?

14% pts median error  
for predicted values 
four quarters ahead

21% pts average  
error

Errors in test predictions  
for 3Q 2021-2Q 2022 based on 
historic data for 3Q 2020-2Q 2021

Prediction Prediction



Consumers are funding most news and media
Business model trends

Consumers became the 
primary customers of 
news media worldwide
Breakdown of revenues of news 
media globally in 2011-2021,  
by business lines

Both consumers  
and media firms prefer 
subscriptions

Paid content brings  
a third of the internet & 
media industry’s rev

Breakdown of revenues from  
paid content globally in 2021*,  
by pricing models

Sources: News media revenues based on World Press Trends, WAN-IFRA 2015 i 2021; Revenues of internet and media industries include: 
websites and apps, newspapers, magazines, books, TV, cinema, radio, music and games. Data based on Activate Consulting 2021
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2011 2015 2020

Consumers 54%

Advertisers 46%

2021*
33%

35%

33%
Advertising

$2.1 trn. 
U.S. dollars*

Paid content

Internet 
access

* Prediction

Breakdown of revenues of internet 
and media industries globally  
in 2021*, by business lines

21%

79% Subscriptions

Single 
transactions

Swerve



Why the next big thing  
in reader revenue is… advertising



Focus on consumers lead to reinvention
History of business model innovation in news

Rebalancing disrupted 
biz model with subs
To succeed in reader revenue, 
publishers refocus on end 
consumers and adjust products

Attempts to regain 
share in advertising

New resources, skills, 
and work methods
Shift of a business logic forces 
changes in the operating model, 
tech stack and organisation

Ahead of the third-party cookie 
apocalypse, publishers launch ad 
services based on proprietary data

Sources: annual reports of NY Times Company (2008-2020); interview with P. Nedregotten, Amedia, 2021; data on first-party data in the bidstream 
for selected countries (Denmark, Finland, Germany, Italy, Norway, Poland, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States), AdForm 2022

Staff of Amedia (Norway),  
by function in 2021
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Revenue of NY Times,  
by source (in US$ millions)

Subscriptions

Advertising

Other, e.g., syndication

28%

1%
6%

15%

50%

Newsroom  
(1000)

Data (20+)
Tech (120+)

Sales (300)

Others

2000 
employees

Proportion of top 1000 domains that 
send first-party IDs on parts of their 
traffic, July 2021-August 2022
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100%

Jul 2021 Nov Mar Jul

August 
2022

86%



Advertising remains a substantial revenue source
Business model trends

Revenues for Bonnier News, Dow Jones (News Corp.), New York Times, Schibsted News Media based on annual reports for 2021. Analysis: 
G. Piechota for INMA 2022

Main revenue lines  
of selected news 

companies in 2021

Global leaders Regional leaders

Dow  
Jones

New York  
Times Co.

Bonnier  
News*

Schibsted 
(News Media)

% consumer  
of total revenue 

(print+digital)
78% 73% 66% 59%

% digital 
of total consumer 

revenue
64% 57% 25% 33%

consumer  
to ad revenue 
(digital-only)

3.8:1 2.5:1 1:1 0.6:1

Global leaders 
rely less on ads 

than regional 
leaders

Regional leaders 
make 50+% 

digital revenue 
from ads

Global leaders 
also rely less on 

print revenue



Digital leaders build hydra-like businesses
New operating models emerging

Source: G. Piechota for INMA 2021; based on annual 
reports of Schibsted, Times Internet, Wirtualna Polska

Media platforms attract consumers

Data and technology platforms

Commerce platforms monetise

Lower 
CAC

Higher 
ARPU/ 
LTV

Enabler

Enabler

In business ecosystem models, consumers are 
attracted with content, monetised in multiple ways

Common data and tech stack 
become the backbone  

of diverse revenue models



Publishers define the building blocks  
for their first-party data strategies

From strategy to tactics

Building blocks usually 
include tech stack and 
data governance

Sources: data strategy building blocks inspired by presentations of D. Hallac, Hearst, A. Stenbom, Schibsted 2021; data enrichment model 
inspired by presentations by P. Nedregotten, Amedia, A. Grumstad, NHST 2021; INMA Smart Data Master Class 2021

Key capabilities focus 
on identification and 
addressability 
 

Know   
users 

 Enrich  
 profiles 

 Find others   
 like them 

 Activate data   
 when targeting  

Da
ta

Tactically, they focus on 
registering more users, 
enriching profiles

Users

Data on unidentified users

Data  
on identified 

users

More data,  
declared + inferred

More registered 
users + model  

of the rest

Data ownership  
at company/ group level

Common ID for all products

Common tracking / user profiles

Common data warehouse



26.2% 
13.4% 
6.1%

% all visitors 
exposed to offers 
to register

% visitors who 
registered vs. 
exposed

3.4% 
3.0% 
2.4%

Upper 
quartile


Median


Lower 
quartile

Registration funnel benchmarks  
based on 223 media sites  
in 2021

Plan a value exchange, expose many users 
to offers, keep the flow simple

Best practices in registering users

Trade content  
and features for 
registrations

To drive volume  
of registered users, 
drive exposure first

To drive conversion, 
make the registration 
flow frictionless
Data points collected by the top 
50 subscription leaders in 2020 
at different stages in the flow

E-mail
Password

First name 
Surname 

Gender/Honorific
Country

City or ZIP code
0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

43% 
46% 

43% 
39% 
41% 

50% 

4%   
4%   
15%   
33%   
35%   
35%   

100%   

In the beginning
Later in the flow

Most effective benefits  
of registration, according to the 
INMA member survey in 2021

Read more for free
Newsletters
Comments

Personalised content
Bookmark articles

Follow topics
Access apps

Other  12%
 9%
 12%
 15%
 21%
 29%

 53%
 71%

Sources: Benchmarks sourced by Piano 2021; 
Review of reg flows by G. Piechota 2020 



How to manage the trade-off 
between reader, ad revenues



Strategic questions One or two revenue lines?
In a multi-sided biz, potential for network effects, higher profitability

Analysis: G. Piechota for INMA 2022

Higher  
engagement

More  
dataBetter reader  

product-market fit
Better advertiser  

product-market fit

More  
customers

More  
reader  

revenue

Investment in readers’ 
product and marketing

Investment in advertisers’  
product and marketing

More  
advertising  

revenue
Reader revenue 

flywheel
Ad revenue 

flywheel



Pros and cons of a multi-sided biz model
What is the role of ad biz in subscription-first news media?

• Direct relationships allow data capture, 
and knowing customers helps serving 
them better, and that drives both biz 

• With a lower threshold for profitable biz 
from subs, publishers can fight for 
subscription market share with bolder 
tactics, such as long discounted trials

Opportunities

• With two revenue lines, publishers can 
reach profitability sooner 

• Digital leaders find synergies on the 
fixed cost side (tech and data) 

• Media already have relationships with 
advertisers and improve capabilities 

Strengths
• Multiple revenue lines add complexity, 

while success in subscriptions clearly 
requires focus of the organisation 

• Running two businesses is more costly, 
and you need to mobilise one side first 
before the other side is ready to join

Weaknesses

• Despite of widespread efforts, a median 
publisher identifies only 8% audience  
vs. 100% of its main tech competitors 

• Entertainment media has bigger pool  
of identified customers than news,  
and are turning to advertising to help grow 
the market share and fund this growth

Threats

Analysis: G. Piechota for INMA 2022, Source: Share of known users in the total number of online users in 2Q 2022 based on the INMA 
Subscription Benchmarking Service, median for 135 news brands internationally



Tactics How to balance revenue lines?
Leaders turn to analytics to understand, manage profitability

Simplified, illustrative model based on analysis of data of a large news brand in Europe. Source: D. Schmitt, How much content should be paid? 
Managing freemium along the customer journey; Wharton School of Business, Marketing Colloquia 2020

Example: What proportion of content should be locked behind a paywall?

% content locked

Ne
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 s
ta

rts

% content locked

Ch
ur
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% content locked

Ad
 im

pr
es

sio
ns

% content locked

To
ta

l r
ev

en
ue

More locked 
content drives 
conversions  
until it hurts 

reach

Some locked 
content helps to 

retain 
subscribers but 

no gain from 
higher share

More locked 
content hurts 

reach, 
engagement and 
drives ad revenue 

down 

Optimal share of 
locked content 

based on 
combined revenue 
from subscriptions 

and from ads



Tactics In the search of shared metrics
Case study of the Financial Times in the United Kingdom

Source: Financial Times 2021;  
INMA Product Initiative meet-up 2021

• 2005-2014: Traffic era 
Strategy built around scaling 
page views.


• 2014-2017: Quality era 
Strategy built around quality 
(repeat) visits. 


• 2017-2019: Engagement era 
Strategy built around the 
engagement score RFV 
(Recency-Frequency-Volume). 


• 2020-now: Value era 
Strategy built around driving 
Llfetime Value as a common 
currency across business

Total Lifetime Value of ReadersNorth Star 
outcome

Engagement 
drivers

Recency 
(days since  
the last visit)

Frequency 
(visits in the last 

90 days)

Volume 
(reads in the last 

90 days)

Levers 
(examples) Return visits Visits

Devices 
(incl. apps)

E-mails signed 
up to

Push 
notifications

Quality reads 
(article views 

weighted by time 
+ scroll depth)

E-mail opens

Clicks

Timeline



“One day our CEO 
asked me and our head 
of ad business  
to meet and agree  
on North Star metrics  
for subscriptions and 
advertising. Then he left 
the room and locked 
the door…”
—Suzi Watford, ex-EVP Consumer 
Revenue, Dow Jones 

Photo: Luke MacGregor for 
INMA, 2018



Transactions What to lock? When? To whom?
Publishers’ models mostly use engagement as a proxy for revenue

G. Piechota for INMA 2022 based on analysis of research papers by H. Davoudi et al., IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering Journal 2021; R. 
Gupta et al., Machine Learning, Optimization, and Data Science, Springer 2020; P. Misiorek et al., Information Systems, Springer 2022; S. Aral et al., Management 
Science 2020; R. Supekar, Medium 2022; A. Bernard, INMA Digital Subscriber Engagement Master Class 2020; Convert Expert, INMA Awards 2021

Taxonomy of paywall rulesExamples  
of rules for 
transactional 
tradeoff 
management  
in paywall  
algorithms

Content-centric models User-centric models

Page-based (e.g., optimising RPM,  
or revenue per 1000 page views)

Time-based (e.g., engaged time  
as a proxy for revenue)

Engagement-based  
(e.g., driven by RFV scoring)

Segment-based (% subscriber reads 
as a proxy of likelihood of purchase)

Context-based  
(e.g., driven by brand preference)

Prediction-based (e.g., likelihood  
of returning vs. purchase)



“In airlines, we manage limited 
capacity of weight that planes 
can carry and optimise for 
maximising revenue per kg of 
passengers or cargo. What’s 
the limited resource in media? 
Attention span of audience.”

—Sergio Mendoza, CEO, Airnguru, 
ex-Chief Commercial Innovation Officer, 
LATAM Airlines

Source: interview with  
G. Piechota 2022



Solution?  
Data-driven 
revenue 
management  
as in airlines, 
other industries

Sample process

G. Piechota for INMA 2022. Inspired by S. Mendoza, Airnguru 2022; O. Shy, How to Price, Cambridge 2008; T. Bodega et al., Segmentation,  
Revenue Management and Pricing Analytics, Routledge 2014; M. Lindsay et al., How to Succeed in the Relationship Economy, Advantage 2017

Set strategic objective: profit, market share, or else

Analyse attention spans as a function of engagement levers

Predict revenue for customers based on their segmentation

Create rules for engagement across the journey and pricing

Formulate recommendations for inventory development

Test and learn to optimise the process



Questions?

greg.piechota@inma.org 

• Researcher-In-Residence, INMA

• Fmr Researcher, University of Oxford,  

Harvard Business School

• Co-Author with Thales Teixeira,  

“Unlocking the Customer Value Chain”, 2019

Reader revenue growth 
accelerated in the pandemic 

Focus on consumers leads to 
media firms’ reinvention 

Reader and ad revenue models 
likely to converge again — for 
good reasons 

New operating models are built 
upon shared data and tech 

New process, analytics needed 
for total revenue management

mailto:greg.piechota@inma.org

